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Exchange Report - Fall 2017          IÉSEG School of Management 
Paris Campus 

Sofie Dierks 
 
 

If you are lucky enough to have lived in Paris as a young man, then wherever you go for the rest of 
your life, it stays with you, for Paris is a moveable feast.”  

― Ernest Hemingway, A Moveable Feast 
 
 
My profile 
As a Master student in Accounting at Stockholm Business School, I chose to spend my 
elective semester abroad. I am 25 years old and took my bachelor at Stockholm University as 
well. However, during my bachelor I did not have time nor desire to go abroad and to do an 
exchange during my master was nothing that I initially planned for either. You only regret 
the things you don’t do, so when I saw the list of “2nd chance to go abroad” I decided to apply 
anyway. I must say, this is one of the best decision I’ve made so far in my life!  
 
Overall perception of the exchange 
My stay abroad was an amazing journey. The fact that you learn how to adapt to a new 
society and culture is fantastic. If you don’t know how to speak the native language property, 
like me, you have to embrace body language communication and everything in your everyday 
life becomes a little bit more exciting (e.g. what are they saying in the metro speakers with 
regards to the (apparently) delayed train?). To adapt to a new school system and meet new 
friends with other different life stories really make you appreciate Sweden even more. The 
school itself is a “Grande École”, which in France entails a high quality standard regarding its 
courses and professors. Overall, Paris is a magical city to live in and if you manage or fancy to 
adopt the “typical Parisian” lifestyle, you will have an even more wonderful time there. 
 
 
IÉSEG Paris Campus 
The main school is located underneath the Grand Arch building centered in La Défense 
business district. It is a magnificent location indeed. The school is divided into two buildings 
and the second one is located just behind the Grand Arch. This one is a new building which 
was opened in August. We (the exchange students) ended up having almost all of our lectures 
here. However, we spent the first introduction days inside the Grand Arch and then we had 
all exams in that building as well. Currently, IÉSEG has two cafeterias, one inside each of the 
two school building. They offer some pastries, fruit and coffee. The buildings also have 
several coffee machines with eminent coffee for only 50 cents. The school system and 
administration, like every other system in France, is founded on bureaucracy and everything 
takes such a long time and is very complex (according to them). So be patient, polite and well 
prepared with all documents and papers then everything will be fine. The first introduction 
days here were scheduled with a lot of information and necessary knowledge about Paris and 
the French school system. After each intro-day, the international club had arranged some 
activities to facilitate interaction between the international students. 
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International Club 
The International Club is the student association at IÉSEG. The members of the club are very 
welcoming, friendly and festive. They arrange activities throughout the whole semester, and 
you can pick and choose depending on what you want to participate in. They are easy to 
contact on various social platforms such as Facebook, and they will invite you to a FB-group 
exclusively for exchange students at IÉSEG in order to enable effective communication (to 
ask questions and exchange experiences) between you and other students in the same 
position. 
 
(Intensive) Courses 
The courses generally recommended for exchange students to take are the intensive courses. 
The school offers a broad selection of intensive courses each year. An intensive course is 
structured as following: it starts on Monday and ends with an exam on Friday, with some 
additional group assignments and individual hand-ins. Some courses, depending on if it is a 
bachelor or master course, doesn’t have exams but only a hand-in. I ended up with 12 master 
courses and 2 bachelor courses. In general, the bachelor courses with a description of “no 
prerequisites” were very easy to pass (and score a high grade in), but these courses were filled 
with young French students that tended to interrupt the classes and “slack” throughout the 
week. The master courses were, to some extent, a bit more demanding and generally more 
enjoyable due to more “high performing” students in the class. I will not spend time on 
recommending you any specific courses due to the fact that the range and availability of 
several courses differ from semester to semester and this also concerns the professors 
assigned to each course. In general, I was very satisfied with all the courses that I took. The 
professors are very skilled and the quality of their lectures is high. 
 
A tip: before arriving, make sure that you have as many courses accepted as possible on your 
Learning Agreement (LA). This because when you start school they will hand you a schedule 
with all “updated” courses available this semester on a fixed time table. You can only 
participate in one intensive course per week (and you don’t know if the courses in your LA 
are colliding). At the end of the introduction week you will receive help from an international 
course coordinator. NOTICE, you will (most definitely) get kicked out from a handful of 
courses during the semester. This is communicated by mail often the week before or some 
days before course start of that particular course). You will then be offered to choose another 
or a new course to participate in the coming week. Once again, to be prepared with a 
thorough LA is a huge benefit here. 
 
La Défense 
The area is one of Europe’s largest business districts and it is located just outside the city 
center. You can take Metro 1, RER A and Transilien lines (L and 2), bus etc and thus it is very 
convenient to get here. The metro card (NAVIGO) which you charge monthly costs €75 and 
covers all zones in Île-de-France. In the La Défense district you will find to large shopping 
malls where you can eat lunch, shop, go to cinemas and do grocery shopping (Auchan or 
MONOPRIX). The is also a long esplanade to jog or walk on (if you end up living in the 
student residence area). 
 
Housing 
I looked for a private apartment and did some thoroughly research before I ended up in 
central Paris. I used Airbnb to a start and thanks to my research I found a really nice 
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landlord. The students living the school-provided residences have had varying experiences, 
and I know that other students used Facebook pages to get in touch with private rentals. An 
observation I made was that most students from 23 and up tended to rent an apartment 
alone or with a roommate. The younger students tended to stay in one of the student 
residences. Regarding prices, everyone seems to have paid a quit similar amount, namely 
around €700 a month. However, if you end up renting a student room in the residence you 
will have the opportunity to apply for CAF (subsidy from the French state). 
 
The city - La vie en Rose 
Paris is a wonderful city to live in, with beautiful architecture and historical buildings/places. 
It is such a pleasure to walk around, take a “un café” and just look at people in the streets. 
The people -Parisians- are very polite, social and curious, however they tend to prefer to 
solely speak French. However, they are well aware of that everyone doesn’t speak French and 
I perceived that they tried their best to understand and get understood. As mentioned before, 
it always helps to be a bit patient and extra polite. The city by night it like a complete new 
city, and I would argue that it is even more beautiful by night. The night life here is 
magnificent and every bar, restaurant and club offers something extra. The international club 
is a good start in order to get to know the night life of Paris. 
 
General tips 
Before arriving, I made sure that I was well prepared for the exchange and had everything in 
order in terms of document (print out everything that needs to be signed during the 
exchange) and additional information. This helped me a lot and boosted my experience with 
the exchange (I talked to a lot of students during the exchange who experienced trouble with 
documents and intensive courses just because they were not well prepared). During the 
exchange, treat others like you want to be treated yourself. The French is a proud people that 
values respect from others. Over all, be street smart because there is a lot of robbery going on 
in Paris (as with any other big city), both day and night time. 
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La Défense in the morning                                   My neighborhood during evening 


